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TRY IT OUT! 2020

INGREDIENTS
Orange Muscat natural wine base, Pure reverse osmosis 
water, Hanson Distillery's organic grape-based spirit infused 
with organic Meyer lemons, Organic orange blossom water. 

You will see, "Carbonated grape wine with natural flavors" 
on the label. It's important to us to provide transparency 
about what goes into our wines so we wanted to give some 
context. "Carbonated grape wine with natural flavors" is the 
classification given to naturally made spritzers like ours by 
the Federal Trade & Tax Bureau. "Natural flavors" can 
consist of all sorts of weird things that get added into 
processed foods, which is why we chose to be radically 
naked and list out absolutely everything that we put into this 
bubble bottle of deliciousness. 

VINIFICATION
The base of Try It Out! is derived from Orange Muscat 
grapes harvested in August 2020 at Nelson Family Vine-
yards in Mendocino County. The grapes were harvested by 
hand and pressed immediately at the winery. We fermented 
the wine fully dry and aged it for 10 months in neutral 
vessels. Throughout the winter and spring of 2021 we experi-
mented with numerous combinations of spirits and infusions 
(turning our humble winery o�ce into a miniature NOMA-in-
spired laboratory) before landing on Meyer lemon and 
orange blossom as our favorite pair.

Try It Out was crafted in collaboration with Hanson of 
Sonoma Distillery. We dunked organic Meyer lemon peels in 
a giant tea bag to infuse Hanson Distillery's organic 
grape-based spirit to make an infusion. We also added just 
a hint of organic orange blossom water for subtle aromat-
ics, made by steam distilling orange blossoms. We discov-
ered the quality of water used has a big impact on flavor, so 
we sought out the best filtered water we could buy and 
added it to the wine. Once blended, we gently filtered the 
finished product for stability and then bubbled carbon 
dioxide through a pressurized tank to achieve our first natu-
ral wine spritzer.

MARTHA’S NOTE
Like many things we create these days at Martha Stoumen 
Wines, this spritzer was born from a combination of our love 
of experimentation and the need to solve a problem. The 
wildfires of 2020 weren't a new problem, just a bigger one 
than the fires we'd faced since 2017. In order to remain finan-
cially healthy in a world where climate resilience is increas-
ingly important on all fronts,  I knew a product that could 
have a flexible base – likely from white grapes, always 
well-farmed though – would be key. Meanwhile, the less 
pragmatic and creatively indulgent side of me had been 
dreaming of making a lower alcohol, subtle but elegant 
spritzer, derived from completely natural and elemental 
ingredients. After many fun weeks of experimentation in our 
alchemy lab (our o�ce), Tim and I finalized what will be our 
first foray into the world of wine spritzers, naturally. Try It Out! 
is an ode to creativity, being your true self, and forging 
ahead. Cin-cin! 

TASTING NOTE
A persistent, delightful bubble soothes the palate with whis-
pers of lemon and orange blossom. Bone dry yet creamy on 
the nose, this 8% ABV natural wine spritzer boldly goes 
where no spritzer has gone before. Try It Out! 

AT BOTTLING
8% alcohol. Unfined. Filtered for stability. Bottled August 
2021. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT MARTHASTOUMEN.COM/BLOGS/TECH-SHEETS
All of our wines are fermented with native yeast and bacteria, are vegan, and
have no additions beyond minimal e�ective sulfites for some wines, as listed.


